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introduction

• So, i have something like 20 minutes to
tell you who I am and what I think
about games as culture
– This is lucky for you, as left unchecked I
could talk about it for 20 hours…

• As it happens, who I am explains
what I think about games as culture
– And why I think it

• Games are an ART form
• Game designers articulate themselves
through their game designs

wildstar

• wildstar, carbine, 2014:

World of warcraft

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004:

everquest

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999

dikumud

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990

abermud

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987

mud

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978
Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*

• MUD didn’t come from anything
• This is why I get to give this talk and
you don’t

So what?

• That may explain why I get to give this
talk, but it doesn’t explain why I chose
to mention it
– Apart from self-aggrandizement, obviously

• So, Let’s cast ourselves Back In Time to
the making of mud...
• There were two of us working on it:
– Roy trubshaw did most of the
physics and some of the content
– I did most of the content and some of the
physics

Early days

• A student once asked me why we wrote
mud using text rather than graphics
• This is why:

• Those machines behind roy are teletypes

setting

• I had to decide what setTing to give the
world (that is, its fiction)
– With no precedent nor paradigm, i
could have gone for anything

• I wanted a place that was of earth, but
that was not earth
• Something that was familiar, but
unfamiliar in its familiarity
• I therefore rooted the game in English
Folklore – what today we call Fantasy
– I’d experimented with it in a board game once

settled

• I finally chose english folklore as it
shaped a continUum into the past
– It wasn’t set in a fixed period

• This meant i could use time as metaphor
for danger
– The older it is, the more dangerous it is

• We’d hoped that mud would be rich
enough to allow for emergent fun
• Unfortunately, the computers of the day
were too weak and puny for that
• I therefore built an achievement system

possibilities

• I deliberated between numerous
competing possibilities:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Equipment
Skills
Levels (with experience points)
Experience points (without levels)
Linked quests (choose your own adventure)
Plus other more oFf-the-waLl ones such
as democracy

• I eventually chose to implement
levels with experience points

Why?

• Why did i do this?
• Well from a gameplay perspective, i
knew it worked
• I’d seEn from d&D that levels:
–
–
–
–

Give intermediate goals
are easy to understand
Allow rewards for a variety of activities
Give people an imMediate sense of their
place in the curRent social order

• Yet surely some of the other approaches
could have done all these tOo?

Oh yes

• Well yes, they could, except that last one
– Give people an immediate sense of their place in
the curRent social order

• So, here it comes...
• Back in the 1970s, people like roy and i
weren’t supposed to go to university
– 1 in 7 of the population did, almost
entirely middle and upper class

• Roy is from wolverhampton, he sounds
like a factory worker
– I’m from yorkshire, i sound like a peasant

A window

• However, 1970s society needed enginEers
– In particular, computer scientists

• Middle class people didn’t want their
children to be studying such technical,
uninteLlectual topics
• Some progressive universities did see it
as a Subject Of The Future, though
– EsSex was such a university

• Very clever Working class people were
therefore able to get a place on a
computer science degree

Rage!

• Roy and i raged against this!
• We were marked because of our
background, accents, parents, poverty
– Everything held us down

• Most other students disparaged us
– And as for meeting girls – ha!

• The real world sucked
• So: we wrote a beTter one
• All that stopped you rising levels in mud
was your own ability and strength of
character (or lack thereof)

political

• My choice of levels over other achievement
mechanisms was a political statement
– That made it ART, not that I cared

• The people who wrote the mmos that came
after mud didn’t know this about levels
• They blindly employed concepts that made
sense in mud’s context without knowing
why they were there
• They liberally added new levels, so breaking
the personality each level had
– They copied the science but lost the ART

conclusion

• Mud enabled us to say unpalatable
things about the real world through the
protected frame of “it’s just a game”
• We wanted to make a virtual world
because we didn’t like the real one
• Today’s designers can do the same
thing!
• You don’t have to throw away a
paradigm, just understand it
– Then you can throw it away...

